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ABSTRACT: Information security is the combination of policies, rules and practices to prevent any unauthorized access or attacks that causes corruption to data, information, and computing services. Information security techniques and programs are built around the core objective to secure data and information by adapting encryption algorithms methods. Encryption algorithm methods impeded in the information security programs or encryption software tools enforce more security by encrypting and decrypting data and information. Encryption algorithm methods are based on algorithms that scramble data and information by converting them into unreadable text. There are various encryption methods used in various encryption software tools. The more encryption algorithm methods used within the encryption software tool, the more security provided on data and information effective data and information security. In this paper, the most used encryption algorithm methods are analyzed and evaluated based on their usage in encryption software tools to determine the most encryption algorithm method that is used ensure more security on data and information.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Information security is defined as a combination of policies and practices to protect data and information and all resources such as computers, networks, programs from any unauthorized access and to prevent intruder attacks that causes corruptions (Gupta & Sharma, 2018).

Information security is a set of strategies that enforce rules and regulations to prevent, detect, document from threats on data and information. Information security programs and tools are built around the core objectives to maintaining confidentiality, integrity and availability on information technology systems, business data and information (Jain & Pal, 2017).

Security on data and information is important by preventing threats on systems used by individuals, businesses, and agencies (Roozbahani & Azad, 2015). Encryption software tools are used to secure data and information using encryption methods to secure sensitive data and information (Jain & Pal, 2017).

Encryption algorithm methods impeded in the encryption software tools are one of the techniques that include controls to ensure secure computing environment through web interfaces and programs to provide security, high computing efficiency and performance on information systems (Senyoa et al., 2018).

In this paper, the used encryption algorithm methods will be analyzed and evaluated based on their implementations in the encryption software tools. The encryption algorithm methods and encryption software tools are gathered, evaluated, and analyzed to determine the most used encryption algorithm method used in the various encryption software tools to ensure more security to data and information.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2, presents encryption algorithm. Section 3 discusses the various encryption algorithms methods. Section 4, the most used software encryption tools. Section 5, evaluating encryption algorithm methods based on software encryption tools. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM
Encryption is the process of scrambling messages by converting text, data, and information into unreadable cipher text to provide for more security (Singh & Spriya, 2013). Encryption algorithm is a method that performs various substitutions and transformations techniques on the original message to turn it into cipher text (Ramporkhalal, 2017).

Data encryption is known for protecting data and information from any tampering by transforming data of a given format called plaintext, to another format, called cipher text using encryption keys and further decrypting the text to its original state (Kumari,
Cryptography is the security mechanism of the transformation process using encryption and decryption methods that comes from the Greek word “Kryptos” which means hidden (Joshi & Karkade, 2015). Cryptography is the process of encrypting and decrypting text and messages using symmetric and asymmetric keys (Joshi & Karkade, 2015). Symmetric encryption uses one key to encrypt and decrypt text and messages. Asymmetric encryption uses two keys, private and public keys (Kumari, 2017). Symmetric and Asymmetric encryption schemas secure communication between sender and receiver by using various encryption keys (Maqsood et al., 2017) to protect data and information from tampering and malicious attacks (Joshi & Karkade, 2015).

3. ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM METHODS

Encryption algorithm method is the process of applying complex mathematical algorithms to convert meaningful data into meaningless data format, then redecrypting them back to their original meaningful format (Mehta, et al., 2015).

The encryption algorithm methods effectively encrypt data and information following specific cryptographic techniques and key sizes. In this research, and based on other research, the most addressed encryption algorithm methods used within the encryption software tools are listed as follows:

- **Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)**: also known by its original name Rijndael. AES is an encryption method that was established by the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology to protect sensitive data (Savant et al., 2018). The AES method is symmetric key algorithm that provides strong security with less implementation complexity and most efficient algorithms among other algorithms methods (Kiran et al., 2016). To encrypt data and maintain its effective security, AES uses a variety of key sizes such as 128, 192, and 256 bits (Maqsood et al., 2017).

- **Data Encryption Standard (DES):** DES was developed by the International Business Machines Corporation (IBM) and is symmetric key algorithm that was further developed to Triple Data Encryption Standard (3DES) to maintain strong secure communication (Ratnadewi et al., 2018).

The DES and 3DES algorithms are symmetric key algorithms which are used in military, commercial, and security of communication system. DES and 3DES use different key sizes, where DES key size started as 56-bit and further developed to 168 bits in the triple DES (3DES) algorithm (Maqsood et al., 2017).

- **RC:** RC is an algorithm that was invented by Ron Rivest and may stand for either Rivest's cipher or Ron's code (El-Fishawy & Abu Zaid, 2007). RC algorithms started with RC2 and further developed several times to reach the RC6 version (El-Fishawy & Abu Zaid, 2007)

All versions of RC are considered symmetric key algorithms. From RC2 to RC6 encryption there were modifications on the way the encryptions were handled using various key sizes. To maintain secure communications RC2 started with 64-bit key sizes and was further developed to RC6 that supports 128, 192 and 256 bits key sizes (Mathur & Kesarwani, 2013).

- **RSA:** RSA stands for the names of its publishers Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman (Maqsood et al., 2017). RSA is an asymmetric key algorithm which uses private and public key encryptions for its communications (Kiran et al., 2016).

The encryption method, RSA, is used in transferring data over insecure channels using two keys, the public key is openly accessible to everyone, and the private key is kept secret by the authorized person (Maqsood et al., 2017). The current listed key size for RSA ranges between 512 as low-strength key and 4096 as high-strength key (IBM, 2018).

- **DSA:** Digital signature algorithm (DSA) was first published in 1991 by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (Subramanya & Byung, 2006) and further advanced by the NSA to be utilized by the United States government as a standard for virtual signatures (Sivaraman, 2017)

DSA is an asymmetric key encryption method where the encryption algorithm is designed to create an electronic private key signature and use it as public key (Lyasota, 2018).

The listed key size for DSA ranges between 512 as low-strength key and 4048 as high-strength key (IBM, 2018).

- **Serpent:** designed in 1998 by Ross Anderson, Eli Buham and Lars Knudsen. Serpent encryption algorithm is considered to have high security margin for its high number of processing cycles to perform its encryption (Nalzlee et al., 2009).

The encryption method, serpent is symmetric key encryption (Ebrahim et al., 2013) that uses key size of 128-bits, 192 and 256-bits (Naemabadi et al., 2015)

- **SHA:** Secure hash algorithm (SHA) designed by the National Security Agency (NSA) and published by National Institute of Standard and Technology (NIST) as a U.S Federal Information Processing Standard (Ibrahim et al., 2015).
The encryption method uses a hash algorithm to ensure data encryption. The hash algorithm concept is the use of mathematical function that condenses data to a fixed size (Sumagita & Riadi, 2018). The variations of SHA algorithm are named are SHA-0, SHA-1, SHA-2, and SHA-3 with encryption key size of 512 (Sahu & Ghosh, 2017).

- **Twofish**: an extended version of the earlier encryption method called blowfish with length of key size ranges from 32 bits to 448 bits (Mathur & Kesarwani, 2013).

The encryption method Twofish is a large and more complex symmetric key algorithm which uses one encryption key sizes 128 bits, 192 bits or 256 bits (Ma, C., Chandy, J., & Shi, Z. (2017).

4. **ENCRYPTION SOFTWARE TOOLS**

Software encryption tools are applications that encapsulate and impede specific encryption/decryption methods to protect data and information from any hacking and tampering (Roozbahani & Azad, 2015). Encryption software tools were introduced by various information security specialists to assist businesses and agencies in implementing the best encryption software tool that protects sensitive data and information. Various information security specialists had tested various encryption software tools where they recommended several encryption tools for businesses and agencies to maintain data and information security. Each security specialist provided a list of recommended encryption software tools. In data and information security protection, security specialist Johnston addressed the top 10 encryption software. Another security specialist, Rubenking, discussed the best encryption software for 2019. Shaleynikov addressed the top 6 encryption tools. Fearn addressed the best encryption software tools of 2018. Rijnetu discussed the encryption software tools to protect data. Security specialist Manes addressed the top 24 data encryption tools.

The major encryption software tools that effectively apply encryption algorithm methods as security mechanism to maintain information security and used by various organizations and businesses and listed as follows:

- **The Linux Unified Key Setup**: Linux Unified Key Setup (LUKS) is a disk encryption specification tool created by Clemens Fruhwirth in 2004 that was originally intended for GNU/Linux to encrypt data in Linux computers (Menéndez, 2014).

- **OpenSSL**: the encryption tool that is considered a library written programming language that provides cryptographic implementation in the secure socket layer (SSL) protocol through command line interface using private key certificate authentication (Sorenson, 2001).

- **PuTTY**: the encryption tool was originally written for Microsoft Windows, but later imported into various operating systems such as Unix and Mac operating systems. The encryption tool is a program that generates public and private keys to encrypt network connection and online communications (Rackspace Support, 2016).

- **LASTPASS**: the encryption tool uses two keys, hash key and encryption key, to secure data and information (Gibson, 2019). LastPass provides consumers and businesses security on password related breaches incidents using password vaulting and single sign-on solution (Constantin, 2017).

- **GPG**: GPG stands for Guu privacy guard (GPG) and is an encryption software program originally written by Phil Zimmermann in 1991 to securely store messages (Wallfield, 2017).

PGP encrypt or decrypt files and folders (Tech148865, 2012) using compression and modification techniques to generate random session keys that is used to encrypt messages into cipher text (Poddebnik, 2018)

- **Stunnel**: Stunnel is software encryption tool that uses external libraries to encapsulate data (Banakar et al., 2019). The encryption software tools are designed to work as secure socket layer to encrypt data in transit through the network transport layer between remote clients and local servers (Fisher, n.d).

- **FileVault**: FileVault is created by Apple and is a full desk encryption software tool (Cobb, 2013) that uses keys to prevent unauthorized access to the information on Mac Operating systems (Kaelin, 2018).

- **DiskCryptor**: DiskCryptor is an open-source disk encryption software application that uses a combination of encryption algorithms for stronger security (Olson, 2012). The encryption tool is known as windows system tool that uses encyrp-
tion techniques to encrypt the full disk and partition with the ability to encrypt the partition and disk on which the operating systems installed in (Greenwald, 2014).

- **7-Zip**: the encryption software tool has the ability to compress files and folders with encryption option (Shaley nikov, 2018). 7-Zip is an open-source platform and well-known for its simplicity in extracting most archives with strong encryption method (Rijnetu, 2018). The 7-Zip is easily integrated to Windows Explorer browser to allow flexible compression and encryption files and folders into various formats (Manes, 2015).

- **Bitlocker**: is a Microsoft encryption tool that is available in most Windows operating systems (Rijnetu, 2018). Bitlocker is a barebones program that protects files within Windows operating systems (Johnston, 2019). The encryption tool is used to prevent data breaches, data extraction, and has a strong encryption method for encrypting hard drives (Manes, 2015).

- **Folder Lock**: is one of the fastest encryption tools that implements strong encryption method to protect files and data with the ability to hide files and clean up footprints when deleting files (Shaley nikov, 2018). The tool consists of features to decoy passwords, hacker preventions, log unauthorized login attempts, back up passwords and get notification on potential attacks (Fearn, 2018). Folder Lock has encryption method that encrypt files, lock files, shred files, and secure online backup (Rubenking, 2018)

- **OpenPuff**: is an encryption tool with strong encryption methods that securely encrypt and hide files within other files (Manes, 2015). The encryption tool has embedding schemes to protect vulnerable systems (Cervantes et al., 2018). OpenPuff is a multi-format and semi-open-source encryption tool with security and privacy implications (Sloan & Hernandez-Castro, 2018).

- **AxCrypt**: is an encryption software tool that can be integrated with Windows Explorer browser to provide strong security encryption method to stop any intruders (Fearn, 2018). AxCrypt is an open-source tool used to encrypt and protect files (Rijnetu, 2018), the asymmetric cryptography impeded into the encryption tool secures file deletion and online password storage (Rubenking, 2018).

5. **EVALUATING ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM METHODS BASED ON SOFTWARE ENCRYPTION TOOLS**

The information on encryption algorithm methods were gathered through many searches from within the encryption software tools themselves and through many of published searches on security information systems written by information security specialist and scholars. The commonly used encryption algorithm methods addressed by professional security specialists and scholars were gathered, analyzed, and evaluated based on the basis of the encryption software tools.

Cross referencing the encryption algorithm methods (AES, DES/3DES, RC, RSA, SHA, DSA, Twofish, and Serpent) and the encryption software tools (Bitlocker, Diskcryptor, FileVault, Linux Unified Key Setup, OpenPuff, OpenSSL, Stunnel, PuTTY, 7-Zip, GPG, AxCrypt, LASTPASS, and Folder Lock) the results are presented as shown in Figure 1:

1. There are several encryption software tools that use several encryption algorithm methods to ensure more security on data and information. An encryption software tool at least has one encryption algorithm method implemented in it to ensure data and information security.
2. The encryption algorithm methods DES/3DES is used only in PuTTY encryption software tool and SHA is used in LASTPASS encryption software tool.
3. The encryption algorithm method RC is used in two encryption software tools, the Linux Unified Key Setup and Open-Puff, whereas DSA is used in three encryption software tools Stunnel, PuTTY, and GPG.
4. The encryption algorithm methods RSA and Serpent are used in four encryption software tools and Twofish is used in five encryption software tools.
5. The encryption algorithm methods AES, is used in eleven encryption software tools which are most of the encryption software tools used in applications and systems.
6. Among the several encryption algorithm methods, the most dominated and used method is The Advance Encryption Standard (AES) method uses symmetric key algorithm which provides strong and more efficient security mechanism with less implementation complexity.
6. CONCLUSION

Information security is the combination of policies, rules and practices to prevent any unauthorized access or attacks that causes corruption to data, information, and computing services. Securing data, information, and computing services from any attacks are key principles to information security for individuals, businesses, and agencies. Encryption software tools are programs used to maintain such security in information systems.

Encryption algorithms methods are gathered, analyzed, and evaluated based on the software encryption tools. Cross referencing the encryption algorithm methods (AES, DES/3DES, RC, RSA, SHA, DSA, Twofish, and Serpent) with the encryption software tools (Bitlocker, Diskcryptor, FileVault, Linux Unified Key Setup, OpenPuff, OpenSSL, Stunnel, PuTTY, 7-Zip, GPG, AxCrypt, LASTPASS, and Folder Lock) to find the most used encryption algorithm method.

The results show there are several encryption software tools that use several encryption algorithm methods to ensure more security on data and information. Each encryption software tool at least has one encryption algorithm method implemented in it to ensure data and information security. The encryption algorithm methods DES/3DES is used only in PuTTY encryption software tool and SHA is used in LASTPASS encryption software tool. The encryption algorithm method RC is used in two encryption software tools, the Linux Unified Key Setup and OpenPuff, whereas DSA is used in three encryption software tools Stunnel, PuTTY, and GPG. The encryption algorithm methods RSA and Serpent are used in four encryption software tools and Twofish is used in five encryption software tools. The encryption algorithm method, AES, is used in eleven encryption software tools which are most of the encryption softeware tools used in applications and systems.

Among the several encryption algorithm methods, the most dominated and used method is The Advance Encryption Standard (AES) method which provides strong and more efficient security mechanism with less implementation complexity.
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